
G L O B A L  K E Y N O T E  S P E A K E R



Simone Heng is a professional keynote speaker, sought-after international  MC 

and former broadcaster. Over her one and a half decade-long career in the 

entertainment industry, Simone’s job was to build memorable connections with 

audiences on stage, on air, online and one-to-one.

Hopping countries from the age of 17, Simone was based for 5 years on air in 

the Middle East with Virgin Radio’s awardwinning Virgin Radio Dubai (2009- 

2014), on air with Australia’s competitive Southern Cross Austereo (2014-2015) 

and finally back to Singapore, the country of her birth, with Class 95FM 

(2015-2019).

Simone has studied speech writing in London under Tony Blair’s former 

speechwriter Philip Collins. She has a communications degree from Curtin 

University of Technology in Western Australia with a major in Literary Studies 

and a minor in Performance studies. She also studied in Switzerland and speaks 

German and understands Swiss.

However, it is her cross-continental adventures which have allowed her to  

become a true student of Human Connection and she now speaks to 

organisations on the connection techniques which will transform how you work, 

live and meet people in a world where disconnection is growing.

As we enter the age of artificial intelligence, mastering the art of Human 

Connection will become the most powerful skill of the future. Simone’s 

keynote on the Importance of Human Connection shares how to:

• Connect with people profoundly and memorably

• Bridge the gap between cultures without the use of language

• Break through with even the most difficult to connect with individuals

• Identify the authenticity of a connection

MASTERING THE 
ART OF HUMAN 
CONNECTION

www.simoneheng.com

linkedin.com/simone-heng

instagram.com/simoneheng

facebook.com/simonehengofficial



TESTIMONIALS

“Simone Heng was our keynote speaker at the DFK International Conference, held at the 

Mandarin Oriental hotel in Singapore.  Simone’s tremendous energy, confidence and 

enthusiasm enabled her to capture instantly the audience’s attention and delivered her 

amazing story of human connection with passion and clarity. Her messages of connecting 

with people profoundly, bridging the gap between cultures, breaking through to connect, and 

identifying the authenticity of a connection shone through, giving delegates food for thought 

and practical ideas to take into their business and personal lives.”

MARTIN SHARP 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DFK INTERNATIONAL

“What a great day having Simone Heng speaking not only on Human Connection but adding an 

amazing set on Personal branding. It was clearly the highlight of the day. Thank you Simone for 

making this event special for our customers”

MATHIAS SCHROEDER
MANAGING DIRECTOR EUROCHEM ASIA

“We recently had Simone at our annual highlight event – GREAT KICK OFF 2020: The New 

ERA, Yours to Conquer and in this event, we brought together 2,500 of our representatives. 

We can’t say enough how much we love working with Simone as she is very accommodating 

and customised her presentation just to meet our requirements. With interesting content and 

her own stories, we received immense positive feedbacks from the participants. They just 

simple love her high energy, the excitement she has brought to the event.”

GREAT EASTERN SINGAPORE



SOCIAL MEDIA BREAK DOWN

simonehengofficial
10,000 FOLLOWERS

simoneheng
20.4K FOLLOWERS

simone-heng
19,000 FOLLOWERS AND OVER 15,000 CONNECTIONS

A COMBINATION OF OVER 
100,000 FOLLOWERS ON 
FACEBOOK, LINKEDIN 
AND INSTAGRAM
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TODAYONLINE.COM



REFINERY29.COM

PRESS CLIPPINGS

MUBRELLA ASIA

HER WORLD
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https://www.refinery29.com/en-us/2018/08/206367/singaporean-beauty-routines
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 The TALKING POINT

G H I D A  A R N A O U T
Mental health advocate and co-founder of Life Happens Outdoors

“We are all feeling anxious and uncertain so what I’m 
doing to make myself feel better while I’m sitting 
at home is getting dressed out of my PJs as soon as 

I wake up – this gives me motivation and instantly changes my 
mood. I’m also meditating and trying to eat as healthy as 
possible to boost my immunity, along with taking probiotics and 
vitamin D. I’m avoiding the news and finding little things that 
balance my mind such as books and drinking tea. We’re going to 
get through this – just remember we’re not alone.”

D A N A E  M E R C E R 
Self-love activist and travel and health 

journalist

“My tips for handling anxiety is by 
starting every morning by 
writing a task list of what things 

I want to achieve for the day while I’m at 
home. Next, I move my body – there’s so 
many great free at-home workouts that I get 
online that really uplift my mood and 
release the happy endorphins.”

R O S E M I N  M A D H AV J I
TV presenter and Harper’s Bazaar Arabia 

Contributing Editor

“Icame to the realisation that we all 
have 24 hours in a day and 
wanted to figure out how to make 

the most of it. I started by writing a to-do 
list of all the things I’ve been avoiding or 
procrastinating over, such as admin and 
cleaning out my closet and slowly, one by 
one, I’m ticking them all off. I’ve also 
signed up for an online language course 
to improve my French. My advice is to 
take advantage of this opportunity to 
spend time on you.”

S I M O N E  H E N G 
Professional keynote speaker

“As human beings, we are wired through our neocortex to 
connect. When we don’t connect with other people – like 
now with self-quarantining and social distancing – it can 

lead us to becoming a bit depressed. My top tip is to send video 
messages to those people in your circle who are the most vulnerable, 
perhaps your elderly grandparents or a friend that has experienced 
some form of depression or anxiety in the past. This makes them 
feel acknowledged and will make you feel like you’re part of a bigger 
network. That digital connection is really needed right now.”



HARPER’S BAZAAR (SINGAPORE)

https://www.harpersbazaar.com.sg/life/stay-home-with-bazaar-how-to-connect-better-over-video-calls/
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Simone was the host of CNN Go's Luxury Special on Dubai

Simone is the host of Innovation Nation on CNBC International



WHAT THE AUDIENCE IS SAYING


